
Move beyond simply coding applications to delivering business 

innovation with Syncfusion's award-winning .NET components 

and controls. Syncfusion tools help developers create elegant user 

interfaces, business intelligence dashboards, and sophisticated 

reporting that today's business users need, in the formats they 

demand.

Essential Studio is all you need to develop WinRT, ASP.NET MVC, 

ASP.NET, WPF, Windows Phone, Windows Forms, and Silverlight 

applications, including HTML 5 and JavaScript for mobile and 

desktop. That is why Syncfusion controls are trusted by developers 

worldwide for use in mission-critical applications.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

Category  : High-performance .NET components
Platforms : HTML 5, JavaScript, ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, Mobile MVC, WPF, 
                   WinRT, Silverlight, Windows Forms, Windows Phone
Price        

What’s Inside?

Essential Studio for ASP.NET - Enterprise-class library with more than 65 unique controls and components. 

Grid Powerful data grid with support for hierarchies, grouping, �ltering, paging, and built-in editing.

Chart High-performance charting component with 35 chart types, including �nancial charts.

Diagram Build static, data-bound diagrams as well as Microsoft Visio-like interactive diagrams.

File Format Libraries Libraries for working with Excel, PDF, and Word documents. Also includes a PDF viewer.

Navigation O�ce ribbon, accordion, tree view, gallery, tab strip, etc.

Editors Rich-text editor, autocomplete, numeric and date-time editors, CAPTCHA, etc.

Reports

Layout Window, dialog, docking, and splitter components.

Business Intelligence Controls for visualizing OLAP data in an interactive slice-and-dice interface.

Schedule Outlook-like scheduler control.

Essential Studio for ASP.NET MVC - More than 50 unique controls and libraries for building line-of-business applications.

Grid Lightweight, high-performance data grid with support for hierarchies, grouping, etc. Capable of handling millions of records.

Charts and Gauges Visually stunning HTML 5 chart component with 35 chart types and unlimited data-point support.

Diagram HTML 5-compatible diagramming component with Visio-like interactive capabilities.

File Format Libraries High-performance libraries for working with Excel, PDF, and Word documents. There’s even a PDF viewer.

Business Intelligence High-performance, interactive component for analyzing and reporting OLAP data.

Reports
Server-based RDL processing library to generate reports in PDF, Word, Excel, etc., and features a native 

MVC RDL report viewer with several export options.

Schedule Microsoft Outlook-style scheduling controls with built-in data-binding support.

Navigation O�ce-style ribbon, tree, accordion, menu, tab, gallery view, etc.

Editors Rich-text editor, date and time pickers, autocomplete, sliders, drop-down buttons, CAPTCHA, etc.

Essential Studio for Mobile MVC - More than 30 unique controls with a native look and feel for building mobile web
applications.

Grid Lightweight, data-bound control with support for paging, sorting, conditional formatting, etc.

Charts and Gauges HTML 5 components with support for several chart types and impressive gauges.

Editors Autocomplete, date and time pickers, masked and numeric editors, sliders, etc.

Navigation List box, scroll panel, accordion, toolbar, buttons, header, footer, etc.

: $995 per platform* / $1,995 all platforms (binary) / $2,495 all platforms (source)
*Platform prices may vary

Server-based RDL processing library to generate reports in PDF, Word, and Excel, and also features a native 

ASP.NET RDL report viewer with several export options.        



Essential Studio for WPF - Comprehensive set of more than 100 WPF controls and libraries to help you create rich,
performance-intensive Windows applications.

Grid Data-bound grid with unmatched performance, unique Excel-like, cell-oriented grid and tree grids.

Charts and Gauges High-performance charts with 37 chart types, as well as timeline, heat map, and sparkline support.

Business Intelligence Controls for performing slice-and-dice analysis of OLAP and relational data, as well as building BI dashboards.

File Format Libraries Native WPF libraries to create and edit Excel, PDF, and Word documents, including a PDF viewer component.

Diagram Create Microsoft Visio-like diagram building applications as well as dynamic, data-driven �ow charts and hierarchies.

Maps Map control with support for layers, zooming, and more that enables you to source maps from Bing or ESRI shape�les.

Schedule Microsoft Outlook-like scheduling control with support for templates, MVVM, themes, etc.

Gantt Microsoft Project-like viewer and editor control to schedule and manage projects.

Editors Autocomplete, native type editors, combo boxes, drop-down buttons, rich-text editor, etc.

Navigation Build O�ce or VS.NET-like user interfaces with our ribbon, docking, tabbed MDI, and other frameworks.

Syntax Editor Powerful code editor component with support for syntax highlighting, IntelliSense, undo, redo, etc.

Reports
RDL report designer, report viewer components, and an RDL processing library allow you to put together a complete custom 

reporting solution.

Spreadsheet The only way to view and edit Excel �les within your apps in a rich, O�ce-like UI.

Essential Studio for WinRT - Set of more than 40 unique controls including the fastest grid and chart on the market.

Grid Built for providing the best performance, hierarchies, �lter bars, export to Excel, etc.

Charts and Gauges 

Diagram

File Format Libraries

Reports RDL report viewer with the ability to export reports to several formats.

Maps Build great reports with heat and bubble maps quickly and easily with built-in shape�les and data binding.

Rich-text editor, native type editors, sliders, and more allow you to create intuitive data input forms.

Hub tiles, carousel, tile view, accordion, and all other mobile-speci�c navigation paradigms are supported.

Touch-friendly scheduler with advanced capabilities like recurrence and multiple resources view.Schedule

Editors

Navigation

Uses DirectX rendering to provide the best performance with support for all common chart types and several gauges.

Includes support for sparklines.

Interactively design diagrams, and dynamically build work�ows and hierarchies from data.

Native libraries to generate PDF, Excel, and Word documents on the �y, including a native PDF viewer component.

OLAP Grid Analyze business intelligence data on the web with the only JavaScript OLAP grid on the market.

Charts Create diverse charts with multiple axes, customizable data symbols, and exceptional user interactivity.

Gauges Linear, radial, and digital gauges for displaying alphanumeric information.

Grid Manage large data sets with �ltering, grouping, paging, sorting, and more.

Autocomplete Make data entry easier for end users and capture data more reliably.

Date Picker Simple, intuitive calendar window that enables users to select dates.

Data Source Unique control for working with local and remote data.

Tree View Present hierarchical data with customizable icons, check boxes, and more.

Essential Studio for JavaScript - 30 client-side controls designed from the ground up for enterprise applications. 



Essential Studio for Windows Forms - Comprehensive suite of more than 110 unique controls to build high-performance,
enterprise-grade Windows Forms applications.

Grid Our �agship Excel-like, cell-oriented grid control, and a high-performance data-bound grid.

Charts Visually stunning and easy-to-use charts with 35 chart types, including sparklines, and a powerful data model.

Diagram Full-�edged Visio-like diagram building component that is also capable of dynamically generating work�ows, �owcharts, 
hierarchies, and more.

File Format Libraries High-performance libraries to create and edit PDF, Excel, Word, and other documents. Also features a PDF viewer component.

Editors Widest set of editors you will �nd anywhere, from autocomplete to rich drop-down menus.

Navigation Build O�ce or VS.NET-like user interfaces with our ribbon, docking, tabbed MDI, tree, tab, and other controls and frameworks.

Noti�cation Tooltips, progress bars, status bars, splash panels, etc. 

Syntax Editor Powerful code editor component with support for syntax highlighting, IntelliSense, undo, redo, and more.

Business Intelligence Suite of controls to help you build slice-and-dice analysis for OLAP and relational data.

Schedule Microsoft Outlook-style control for adding rich scheduling capabilities to your applications.

Essential Studio for Windows Phone - More than 25 unique controls for building line-of-business mobile apps.

Charts and Gauges
High-performance chart control with 28 unique chart types and a rich set of digital, radial, and linear gauges.

Includes support for sparklines.

Editors Native type editors, sliders, and pickers with the Windows Phone 8 look and feel.

Navigation Hub tile, tile view, carousel, tree, and more controls for building a sleek mobile navigation UI.
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PARTNER

Essential Studio for Silverlight - Set of more than 90 controls and components to help you build rich, high-performance
web-based applications.

Grid One-of-a-kind cell-oriented grid, tree grid, and a data-bound grid with unmatched performance.

Charts and Gauges High-performance charting components with 35 chart types, as well as heat maps and sparklines.

Business Intelligence Controls for performing slice-and-dice analysis of OLAP and relational data, as well as building BI dashboards.

File Format Libraries Native WPF libraries to create and edit Excel, PDF, and Word documents.

Diagram Create Microsoft Visio-like diagram building applications as well as dynamic, data-driven �ow charts and hierarchies.

Maps Map control with support for layers, zooming, and more that enables you to source maps from Bing or ESRI shape�les.

Schedule Microsoft Outlook-like scheduling control with support for templates, MVVM, themes, etc.

Gantt Microsoft Project-like viewer and editor control to schedule and manage projects.

Editors Autocomplete, native type editors, combo boxes, drop-down buttons, rich-text editor, etc.

Navigation Build O�ce or VS.NET-like user interfaces with our ribbon, docking, tabbed MDI, and other frameworks.

Reports RDL report viewer component to help you render reports within your applications.

Spreadsheet The only way to view and edit Excel �les within your apps in a rich, O�ce-like UI.



DOWNLOAD 
A FREE,
FULLY FUNCTIONAL
30-DAY 
EVALUATION AT
www.syncfusion.com

Syncfusion, Inc. | 2501 Aerial Center Pkwy, Suite 200 | Morrisville, NC 27560 USA | 1.888.9DOTNET | 1.919.481.1974 | www.syncfusion.com

THE

ADVANTAGE
SYNCFUSION

Supports any .NET platform

Widest set of professional components

Full source code with integrated debugging 24 × 5 support, free phone support

No royalty or per-server fees

Thousands of satis�ed customers
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